**AMWA News**

AMWA co-launches [Reproductive Healthcare Coalition](#).

Applications open for [AMWA Board], President-elect, [Secretary](#).

Join the AMWA Annual Meeting Program Planning Committee
Hybrid meeting - Philadelphia, 3/23-26, 2023

Support AMWA-PATH efforts to produce film on labor trafficking.

**Member News**

Drs. Theresa Rorh-Kirshgraber and Ariela Marshall speak about [the impact on patients with cancer in the post-roe era](#). (Cancer Letter)

Dr. Kim Templeton - Always Searching To Operate In a Male Dominant World on [Dr. Saralyn Marks' Podcast: Always Searching](#).

Dr. Paul Rockey co-authors MedPageToday article - [Gender Equity in Surgery Is Much More Than Numbers](#).

Dr. Padmini Murthy moderates Women in Global Health panel [Women's Leadership in Building Back Better from COVID-19](#).

Have news to share? [Please Submit Here](#).

**AMWA Events**

**JULY 18 | 8 pm ET**
Fortifying Yourself Against Burnout

**JULY 27 | 8 pm ET**
IMG Coffee Chat: How to Write a CV for ERAS & Other Formats

**AUGUST 3 | 8 pm ET**
See the Red Flags...Now What? with Physician Just Equity

**AUGUST 23 | 8 pm ET**
2nd Town Hall on Reproductive Care Post-Roe: Focus on Legal

**SEPTEMBER 7 | 7 pm ET**
New Annual Lectureship with Women in Legacy Foundation [Transforming Healthcare: Celebrating Women in Medicine](#)

**Enduring Content**
- Annual Meeting Sessions w/CMEfy
AMWA Advocates for Access to Reproductive Healthcare:

- AMWA Attends WH Briefing on Presidential Executive Order on Reproductive Care and Issues statement of support
- AMWA joins ACOG, AMA and more than 75 other organizations in opposition to legislative interference on reproductive healthcare
- Join AMWA’s coalition to ensure access to reproductive healthcare
- Attend/view Congressional hearings on reproductive care
- AMWA IUSM Students submit a petition with 300 signatures to their Dean regarding the SCOTUS decision on abortion.

Sign the Gun Violence is a Health Emergency for Children Petition

AMWA Concurs: Climate Change is a Public Health Crisis

View all AMWA Advocacy Efforts

Physician Opportunities

Gov. Accountability Office Health Information Technology Advisory Committee. Nominations/CV to HITCommittee@gao.gov. (7/22)

AMA seeks applications for Committee on Conduct (3 yr term, 11/21-24) Nominations with COI statement due 9/12.

Pfizer Educational Grant RFP (Contact AMWA to partner)

1. Knowledge Gaps in Tx of Acute/ Post-COVID (7/27)
2. Optimizing Telemedicine/Telehealth for Rheumatology (9/13)
3. Digital education of patients with COVID and high risk (8/10)

Provide input to the White House Conference on Hunger, Nutrition and Health (7/15). JOIN AMWA’s task force.

Other News

Abortion rights get to the heart of the doctor-patient relationship (Medpage)

Risks for CKD, heart failure higher for Black vs. white adults with type 2 diabetes (Healio)

Physician Programs

LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS
AMWA ELEVATE Leadership Certification for Women Physicians
Korn Ferry Leadership U (6-month program, free for members)

PHYSICIAN MENTORSHIP
Mid-late career executive mentoring with CSweetener (mention AMWA affiliation and $100 is donated to AMWA)

AMWA SPEAKER’S BUREAU - Increase your Visibility. JOIN

Trainee | Student Opportunities

AMWA EVOLVE – Leadership Essentials for Women Trainees
Enrollment open. Limited to first 75 applicants.

10 hrs/wk Paid Program Assistant. Submit Letter of Interest

MATCH SPECIAL Join the Residency Division 30% off Code: Match

Volunteers Needed for the AMWA Social Media Team. Contact Us


Become an AMWA Fellow
Honoring distinguished members who have outstanding achievements in science, medicine, or academia

AMWA Online Store
Amazon Smile
iGive

Follow us on social!
Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn

Newsletter Editorial Team
Editorial Assistant, Anisha Pethkar
Deputy Director: Jodi Godfrey, MS, RDN
Executive Director: Eliza Chin, MD, MPH

Submit your news for the Newsletter HERE
Missed the last issue? View it HERE.